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For the Win
A new dad's guide, from birth day to birthday. The pregnancy's over and the baby's
herewhat's a dad supposed to do? Put your other new dad books away--We're
Parents! is going to help you be the best dad (and partner) you can be. Wondering
how to burp your newborn? Not sure how to get them to try solids? Desperate to
get them to sleep? Adrian Kulp (a four-time dad himself) offers fast, fun, and easyto-digest advice that other new dad books don't, making it simple for you to step
up and do your part as a brand-new dad. Go beyond most new dad books:
Supportive and helpful--Get the scoop on what it's like to be a father from someone
who's been there and knows exactly what you need to hear. Quick advice--Key
childcare tips are broken into short, convenient guides--unlike other new dad
books, there's no reading an entire textbook just to change a diaper. The big
moments--Track your baby's development at a glance with charts that lay out the
most important milestones in one place. Who needs other new dad books when
you have the expert guidance of We're Parents! at hand?

Shit My Dad Says
"Your life isn't over." My dad says this. "I mean, YOUR life isn't over. Beyond the
kids. You'll go on living, doing things. This isn't it." I know, I assure him. I have the
kids. They need me. They're my life now. "OK," he replies, then grunts—more of a
brief hum. He only hums when he thinks I'm full of shit. Shockingly single. Amy
Biancolli's life went off script more dramatically than most after her husband of
twenty years jumped off the roof of a parking garage. Left with three children, a
three-story house, and a pile of knotty psychological complications, Amy realizes
the flooding dishwasher, dead car battery, rapidly growing lawn, basement sump
pump, and broken doorknob aren't going to fix themselves. She also realizes that
"figuring shit out" means accepting the horrors that came her way, rolling with
them, slogging through them, helping others through theirs, and working her way
through life with love and laughter. Amy Biancolli is an author and journalist whose
column appears in the Albany Times Union. Before that, Amy served as film critic
for the Houston Chronicle where her reviews, published around the country, won
her the 2007 Comment and Criticism Award from the Texas Associated Press
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Managing Editors Association. Biancolli is the author of House of Holy Fools: A
Family Portrait in Six Cracked Parts, which earned her Albany Author of the Year.
Amy lives in Albany, New York, with her three children.

Dude, You're Gonna Be a Dad!
The perfect gift for any Dad who loves telling jokes and making everyone laugh!
(cough cough) A fantastic novelty gift for Fathers day, Birthdays & Christmas.
Clean family friendly jokes. The first page has space for you to write a special
message, an ideal alternative to a card. Please note this book is not a joke book
about Dads. It is a joke book full of Dad jokes. A Dad joke can best be described as
an embarrassingly bad joke. Often demonstrated during special occasions & makes
the family wince. This book will be a jolly old laugh for your old chap, but not so
much for you. Please also note: No refunds will be given due to any
embarrassment this book will cause you or if your eyes get sore from constant eye
rolls.

More Shit My Dad Says
“Humorous and forthright[Gaby] Dunn makes facing money issues seem not only
palatable but possibly even fun.Dunn’s book delivers.” —Publishers Weekly The
beloved writer-comedian expands on her popular podcast with an engaging and
empowering financial literacy book for Millennials and Gen Z. In the first episode of
her “Bad With Money” podcast, Gaby Dunn asked patrons at a coffee shop two
questions: First, what’s your favorite sex position? Everyone was game to answer,
even the barista. Then, she asked how much money was in their bank accounts.
People were aghast. “That’s a very personal question,” they insisted. And therein
lies the problem. Dunn argues that our inability to speak honestly about money is
our #1 barrier to understanding it, leading us to feel alone, ashamed and anxious,
which in turns makes us feel even more overwhelmed by it. In Bad With Money,
she reveals the legitimate, systemic reasons behind our feeling of helplessness
when it comes to personal finance, demystifying the many signposts on the road to
getting our financial sh*t together, like how to choose an insurance plan or buy a
car, sign up for a credit card or take out student loans. She speaks directly to her
audience, offering advice on how to make that #freelancelyfe work for you,
navigate money while you date, and budget without becoming a Nobel-winning
economist overnight. Even a topic as notoriously dry as money becomes hilarious
and engaging in the hands of Dunn, who weaves her own stories with the
perspectives of various comedians, artists, students, and more, arguing that—even
without selling our bodies to science or suffering the indignity of snobby thrift shop
buyers—we can all start taking control of our financial futures.

Pittsburgh Dad
From Kirsty Eagar, Summer Skin is a young adult novel about a modern-day riot
grrl and an alpha male jock who explore love, trust, and double standards against
the backdrop of today's hookup culture. Jess Gordon is out for revenge. Last year
the jocks from Knights College tried to shame her best friend. This year she and a
hand-picked college girl gang are going to get even. The lesson: Don't mess with
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Unity College girls. The target: Blondie, a typical Knights stud, arrogant, cold . . .
and smart enough to keep up with Jess. A neo-riot grrl with a penchant for fanning
the flames meets a rugby-playing sexist pig—sworn enemies or two people who
happen to find each other when they're at their most vulnerable? It's all Girl meets
Boy, Girl steals from Boy, seduces Boy, ties Boy to a chair, and burns Boy's stuff.
Just your typical love story. Kirsty Eagar expertly handles a searingly honest and
achingly funny story about love and sex amid the college hookup culture.

How to Stop Losing Your Sh*t with Your Kids
Sons and Lovers is a 1913 novel by the English writer D. H. Lawrence, originally
published by B.W. Huebsch Publishers. While the novel initially received a
lukewarm critical reception, along with allegations of obscenity, it is today
regarded as a masterpiece by many critics and is often regarded as Lawrence s
finest achievement.

Sh*t Girls Say
A Far Piece to Canaan is a warm and nostalgic novel from an unexpected source:
Sam Halpern, whose salty paternal wisdom made Justin Halpern’s Sh*t My Dad
Says a phenomenal bestseller. Inspired by Sam Halpern’s childhood in rural
Kentucky, A Far Piece to Canaan tells the story of Samuel Zelinsky, a celebrated
but troubled former professor who reluctantly returns after his wife’s death to the
Kentucky hills where he lived as a child to reconnect with long-buried memories
and make good on a forgotten promise. A tale of superstition, secrets, and heroism
in the postwar South, A Far Piece to Canaan: A Novel of Friendship and Redemption
is the surprising and moving debut of a gifted storyteller.

Dear Girls
"In Dad is Fat, stand-up comedian Jim Gaffigan, who's best known for his legendary
riffs on Hot Pockets, bacon, manatees, and McDonald's, expresses all the joys and
horrors of life with five young children--everything from cousins ("celebrities for
little kids") to toddlers' communication skills ("they always sound like they have
traveled by horseback for hours to deliver important news"), to the eating habits of
four year olds ("there is no difference between a four year old eating a taco and
throwing a taco on the floor"). Reminiscent of Bill Cosby's Fatherhood, Dad is Fat is
sharply observed, explosively funny, and a cry for help from a man who has
realized he and his wife are outnumbered in their own home"--

Emails from an Asshole
The fourth book in Dawn Dais's popular Sh!t No One Tells You series offers "been
there, freaked out about that" advice for expectant parents The fourth title in
Dawn Dais's popular parenting series, The Sh!t No One Tells You About Pregnancy
is quite possibly the funniest, and most heartfelt, yet. After all, pregnancy is not all
about scanning Pinterest for baby shower themes and registering for ironic
onesies, and sometimes the less flattering aspects of gestation have a way of
dimming a bit of that so-called pregnancy glow. Not to worry! Dawn is here, ready
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to shepherd you through the experience of one human body taking on the task of
growing another human body. (Spoiler alert: It ain't always pretty.) Dawn covers it
all, sharing expert lists, tips, warnings, and even a series of Parent-Training
Workouts designed to increase readers' tolerance to the various indignities of
parenthood, like peeing with an audience and surviving an afternoon in Chuck E.
Cheese. The Sh!t No One Tells You About Pregnancy is a must-have guide for
expectant moms (and their partners!) who are looking for some counsel, comedy,
and camaraderie during their ultimate countdown to parenthood.

The Death of Cool
Based on the award-winning blog 1000 Awesome Things, The Book of (Even More)
Awesome is the sequel to Pasricha’s bestselling The Book of Awesome. It is filled
with more of the little wins that unexpectedly brighten your day. Finally getting
that tiny piece of popcorn out of your teeth, accidentally doing something really
good in sports, when a baby falls asleep on you, the moment on holiday when you
forget what day of the week it is, waking up to the smell of sizzling bacon. While
polar ice caps melt, buzz saws chop down forests, wars go on and on, here’s a
special, secret place where we can turn off that bright light, snuggle up and get
comfy to chat about the sweetest parts of life. Filled with touching, astute and
funny observations, each entry ends with the big, booming feeling you’ll get when
you read through them: AWESOME!

Let That Sh*t Go
Is 'shit' the most versatile word in the English language? Quite possibly! This little
book presents some of the best uses of our favorite expletive. From doctors (Take
two shits and call me in the morning) to waiters (You want fries with that shit?),
and whether you're a Darwinist (It's survival of the shittest) or a Catholic (If shit
happens, we deserve it), there's enough shit for everyone!

Sh*t Towns of Australia
When Pittsburgh Dad debuted on YouTube three years ago, creators Chris Preksta
and Curt Wootton little suspected their sitcom would receive more than sixteen
million views and turn their blue-collar everyman into a nationally known figure.
Illustrated with hilarious black-and-white photos, Pittsburgh Dad shares the best of
the best, from rants about swimming pool rules to reflections on coaching little
league to curmudgeonly movie reviews. With its heavy dose of nostalgia and pitchperfect sensibility, Pittsburgh Dad will have readers laughing in recognition,
especially those who love recent blockbusters like Sh*t My Dad Says and Dad Is
Fat.

Get Your Sh*t Together Journal
The Sh!t No One Tells You
Presents a new collection of alcohol-induced "fratire" adventures in hedonism that
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convey the author's experiences of being intoxicated at inappropriate times,
seducing a large number of women, and otherwise living in complete disregard of
social norms.

Vanished Years
Collects humorous prank e-mails sent by the author answering online classified
advertisements, including pet sitters, automobile sales, and personal
advertisements.

Your Dad Stole My Rake
From dusty desert sh*tholes to free-range bogan breeding grounds, to the binchicken playgrounds of our megacities, Sh*t Towns of Australia is a guide to the
concrete, fibro and methamphetamine wastelands that we like to call home. From
Coober Pedy to Canberra, from Ballarat to Broken Hill, from Logan to Launceston,
Sh*t Towns takes us through the veritable f*ck-tonne of crappy towns and cities
that make up the 'Lucky Country' - profiling all the best places not to visit or,
heaven forbid, live. The sixty towns and cities reviewed in this volume have been
carefully selected using an exacting set of scientific criteria developed at the
prestigious University of Nimbin, combined with extensive field research, a desire
to offend, and where possible a sense of humour.

Book of Even More Awesome
After trading his father for two goldfish, a boy and his little sister go on a rollicking
adventure around town to get him back.

Chemistry Demystified
A humorous guide for new mothers on caring for infants offers advice on the
unpleasant aspects of parenting, including birthing without drugs, handling the
volumes of waste babies create, and dealing with sleep deprivation.

A Far Piece to Canaan
Presents illustrated content from the popular twitter feed of inane phrases
attributed to girls.

Awesome Sh*t My Drill Sergeant Said
Trenton, New Jersey, bounty hunter Stephanie Plum has inherited a "lucky" bottle
from her Uncle Pip. Problem is, Uncle Pip didn't specify if the bottle brought good
luck or bad luck. . . . BAD LUCK: Vinnie, of Vincent Plum Bail Bonds, has run up a
gambling debt of $786,000 with mobster Bobby Sunflower and is being held until
the cash can be produced. Nobody else will pay to get Vinnie back, leaving it up to
Stephanie, office manager Connie, and file clerk Lula to raise the money if they
want to save their jobs. GOOD LUCK: Being in the business of tracking down
people, Stephanie, Lula, and Connie have an advantage in finding Vinnie. If they
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can rescue him, it will buy them some time to raise the cash. BAD LUCK: Finding a
safe place to hide Vinnie turns out to be harder than raising $786,000. Vinnie's
messing up Mooner's vibe, running up pay-per-view porn charges in Ranger's
apartment, and making Stephanie question genetics. GOOD LUCK: Between a
bonds office yard sale that has the entire Burg turning out, Mooner's Hobbit-Con
charity event, and Uncle Pip's lucky bottle, they just might raise enough money to
save the business, and Vinnie, from ruin. BAD LUCK: Saving Vincent Plum Bail
Bonds means Stephanie can keep being a bounty hunter. In Trenton, this involves
hunting down a man wanted for polygamy, a turnpike toilet paper bandit, and a
drug dealer with a pet alligator named Mr. Jingles. GOOD LUCK: The job of bounty
hunter comes with perks in the guise of Trenton's hottest cop, Joe Morelli, and the
dark and dangerous security expert, Ranger. With any luck at all, Uncle Pip's lucky
bottle will have Stephanie getting lucky---the only question is . . . with whom? Janet
Evanovich's Sizzling Sixteen . . . so hot, the pages might spontaneously combust!

Bad with Money
From the #1 New York Times bestseller author of Sh*t My Dad Says, Justin Halpern,
comes a laugh-out-loud funny and deeply touching collection of personal stories
about relationships with the opposite sex, from a first kiss to getting engaged and
all the awkward moments in between. With Sh*t My Dad Says, Halpern brought his
brand of talented comedic writing to the world. Now, with this equally poignant,
hilarious, and provocative memoir, he establishes himself as one of popular
writing’s great humorists among the likes of David Sedaris, Sarah Vowell, and
David Rakoff. Fans of biting, honor-infused memoirs such as Me Talk Pretty One
Day and Assassination Vacation will find Halpern’s I Suck at Girls an unforgettable
journey into the best and worst moments of one man’s adventures in romance.

The Know-It-All
"Growing up, every time I saw a men's magazine cover that had a headline about
'73 Ways to Please Your Girlfriend', all I could think was 'I'm good with one; just tell
me one way to please her. Also, I don't have a girlfriend. Is there an article about
that?'" Soon after Sh*t My Dad Says began to take off, comic writer Justin Halpern
decided to propose to his then girlfriend. But before doing so, he asked his dad's
advice, which was very, very simple (and surprisingly clean): "Just take a day to
think about it." This book is the story of that trip down memory lane, to the
adventures and misadventures of teenage relationships. Crossing the warmth of
The Wonder Years with the candour and observational humour of David Sedaris,
this follow-up to the hottest comedy debut of last year is a hilarious, toe-curlingly
true book about life, and love.

Assholes Finish First
Say goodbye to dry presentations, grueling formulas, and abstract theory that
would put Einstein to sleep--now there's an easier way to master chemistry,
biology, trigonometry, and geometry. McGraw-Hill's Demystified Series teaches
complex subjects in a unique, easy-to-absorb manner and is designed for users
without formal training, unlimited time, or genius IQs. Organized like self-teaching
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guides, they come complete with key points, background information, questions at
the end of each chapter, and final exams. There's no better way to gain instant
expertise! ABOUT CHEMISTRY DEMYSTIFIED: * Current, real-world examples
illustrate the essential nature of the basic elements as they form various states of
gases, liquids, and solids * Covers essentials such as understanding matter;
chemical building blocks; elements, electrons, and the periodic table; properties
and reactions * Includes unique Chembites, tips, scientific news, and cutting-edge
industry applications not usually found in textbooks

She Left Me the Gun
In her hit Netflix comedy special Baby Cobra, an eight-month pregnant Ali Wong
resonated so strongly that she even became a popular Halloween costume. Wong
told the world her remarkably unfiltered thoughts on marriage, sex, Asian culture,
working women, and why you never see new mum comics on stage but you sure
see plenty of new dads. The sharp insights and humour are even more personal in
this completely original collection. She shares the wisdom she’s learned from a life
in comedy and reveals stories from her life offstage, including the brutal single life
in New York (i.e. the inevitable confrontation with erectile dysfunction),
reconnecting with her roots (and drinking snake blood) in Vietnam, tales of being a
wild child growing up in San Francisco, and parenting war stories. Though
addressed to her daughters, Ali Wong’s letters are absurdly funny, surprisingly
moving, and enlightening (and gross) for all.

We're Parents! the New Dad Book for Baby's First Year
'[An] instant classic' Independent Rupert Everett's first memoir - Red Carpets and
Other Banana Skins - was an international bestseller and an instant classic on
publication in 2006. Reviewers compared him to Evelyn Waugh, David Niven, Noel
Coward and Lord Byron. But Rupert Everett is - of course - one of a kind.
Mischievous, touching and nothing less than brilliant, this new memoir is filled with
stories, from childhood to the present. Astonishing encounters; tragedy and
comedy; vivid portraits of friends and rivals; razor-sharp observations of the
celebrity circus from LA to London and beyond there is something extraordinary on
every page. A pilgrimage to Lourdes with his father is both hilarious and moving. A
misguided step into reality TV goes horribly wrong. From New York to Moscow to
Berlin to Phnom Penh, Vanished Years takes the reader on a wild and wonderful
new journey with a charming (and rather disreputable) companion.

It Takes Balls
Life is stressful. But it doesn’t have to be. It’s no wonder you can’t calm down: your
to-do list is as long as your arm, your bank balance keeps dropping, you feel guilty
for not calling your parents more often and there always seems to be a big
deadline to meet at work. You need a serious breather—but you can barely find
time to shower, let alone to exercise or meditate. In Let That Sh*t Go, Kate Petriw
and Nina Purewal share the wisdom they’ve gained though decades of practising
and teaching others to find peace of mind no matter how busy they are. Learn to
put your life in perspective, take each day one step at a time and steal moments of
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calm amid the chaos. And remember: it’s not worth holding onto that sh*t.

The Day I Swapped My Dad for Two Goldfish
The cartoonist from the award-winning comic Pervert and creator of Vice magazine
unabashedly recounts such outrageous misadventures as his streaking through
New York City during the 2003 blackout and his invention of the "Warhol Children."
50,000 first printing.

Sh*t My Dad Says
Stop the yelling, lose the guilt, and become a calmer, happier parent. Drawing on
evidence-based practices, here is an insight-packed and tip-filled plan for how to
stop the parental meltdowns. Its compassionate, pragmatic approach will help
readers feel less ashamed and more empowered to get their, ahem, act together
instead of losing it. “Using a powerful combination of humor and reality checks,
Naumburg helps parents unpack their unique stressors (we all have them) and find
ways to stay calm even the most frustrating of family moments.” —Katie Hurley,
LCSW, author of No More Mean Girls and The Happy Kid Handbook “By the end not
only are you laughing out loud, but you’ve gained a sense of self-compassion and a
concrete action plan.”—Rebecca Schrag Hershberg, PhD, author of The Tantrum
Survival Guide

Dad Is Fat
“This book is ridiculously hilarious, and makes my father look like a normal
member of society.” —Chelsea Handler “Read this unless you’re allergic to
laughing.” —Kristen Bell “If you’re wondering if there is a real man behind the
quotes on Twitter, the answer is a definite and laugh-out-loud yes.” —Christian
Lander, New York Times bestselling author of Stuff White People Like Tuesdays
with Morrie meets F My Life in this hilarious book about a son’s relationship with his
foul-mouthed father by the 29-year-old comedy writer who created the massively
popular Twitter feed of the same name.

Sizzling Sixteen
Tuesdays with Morrie meets F My Life in this hilarious coming-of-age book about a
son's relationship with his foul-mouthed father by the 29-year-old comedy writer
who created the massively popular Twitter feed of the same name.

Sh*T My Dad Says
33,000 pages 44 million words 10 billion years of history 1 obsessed man Part
memoir and part education (or lack thereof), The Know-It-All chronicles NPR
contributor A.J. Jacobs's hilarious, enlightening, and seemingly impossible quest to
read the Encyclopaedia Britannica from A to Z. To fill the ever-widening gaps in his
Ivy League education, A.J. Jacobs sets for himself the daunting task of reading all
thirty-two volumes of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. His wife, Julie, tells him it's a
waste of time, his friends believe he is losing his mind, and his father, a brilliant
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attorney who had once attempted the same feat and quit somewhere around
Borneo, is encouraging but, shall we say, unconvinced. With self-deprecating wit
and a disarming frankness, The Know-It-All recounts the unexpected and comically
disruptive effects Operation Encyclopedia has on every part of Jacobs's life -- from
his newly minted marriage to his complicated relationship with his father and the
rest of his charmingly eccentric New York family to his day job as an editor at
Esquire. Jacobs's project tests the outer limits of his stamina and forces him to
explore the real meaning of intelligence as he endeavors to join Mensa, win a spot
on Jeopardy!, and absorb 33,000 pages of learning. On his journey he stumbles
upon some of the strangest, funniest, and most profound facts about every topic
under the sun, all while battling fatigue, ridicule, and the paralyzing fear that
attends his first real-life responsibility -- the impending birth of his first child. The
Know-It-All is an ingenious, mightily entertaining memoir of one man's intellect,
neuroses, and obsessions and a soul-searching, ultimately touching struggle
between the all-consuming quest for factual knowledge and the undeniable gift of
hard-won wisdom.

Sons And Lovers
New for 2020! Easy Father's Day gift for your favorite guy! The Ultimate Dad Joke
Book is jam packed with family friendly, clean and hysterical jokes that are great
for everyone from your toddler to your great-grandma! Buckle up and get ready for
some knee slapping, head shaking and gut busting laughter every time you flip a
page. Over 500 hilarious jokes, puns and one-liners Squeaky clean, family safe
jokes for kids (and adults) of all ages Great selection of time honored classics and
all new jokes for 2020 Grab your copy today and channel your inner dad with some
amazingly groan worthy humor bombs!

The Little Book of Shit
The official tie-in book to the wildly popular Facebook page, featuring brand-new
crazy, off-the-wall, outrageously funny, and downright “awesome” pearls of
wisdom from real-life drill sergeants and instructors from all branches of the
military. Sweat dries. Blood clots. Bones heal. Suck it up, buttercup. After his
deployment in Afghanistan, Dan Caddy began swapping great drill sergeant stories
by e-mail with other combat veterans—an exchange with friends that would grow
into the dedicated Facebook page, “Awesome Sh*t My Drill Sergeant Said.” But
what began as a comedic outlet has evolved into a robust online community and
support network that conducts fundraisers for and donates to military charities,
has helped veterans struggling with PTSD and other issues, and on numerous
occasions, literally saved lives. Now, Caddy shares more great DS stories—most
never before seen—in this humorous collection. Often profane, sometimes
profound, yet always entertaining, these rants from real life soldiers are
interspersed with lively sidebars, Top 10 lists, stories from fans, one-liners, and
more. For anyone who has suffered a hard-ass manager (in uniform or not),
Awesome Sh*t My Drill Sergeant Said will add a much needed dose of humor to the
day.

The Ultimate Dad Joke Book
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The international bestseller and Twitter sensation: a brilliant new comic voice, and
a 100% real father-son relationship that lies somewhere between Curb Your
Enthusiasm and The Wonder Years"At 28 years old, I found myself living at home,
with my 73-year-old father. As a child, my father never minced words, and when I
screwed up, he had a way of cutting right through the bullshit and pointing out
exactly why I was being an idiot. When I moved back in I was still, for the most
part, an idiot. But this time, I was smart enough to write down all the things he said
to me…"Meet Justin Halpern and his dad. Almost 1.5 million people follow Mr
Halpern's philosophical musings every day on Twitter, and in this book, his son
weaves a brilliantly funny, touching coming-of-age memoir around the best of his
sayings. What emerges is a chaotic, hilarious, true portrait of a father and son
relationship from a major new comic voice. As Justin says at one point, his dad is
'like Socrates, but angrier, and with worse hair'; and this is the sort of shit he
says"You know, sometimes it's nice having you around. But now ain't one of those
times. Now gimmie the remote, we're not watching this bullshit.""Happy Birthday, I
didn't get you a present Oh, mom got you one? Well, that's from me then, too unless it's shitty."

Shit My Dad Says
When Emma Brockes was ten years old, her mother said 'One day I will tell you the
story of my life and you will be amazed.' Growing up in a tranquil English village,
Emma knew very little of her mother's life before her. She knew Paula had grown
up in South Africa and had seven siblings. She had been told stories about deadly
snakes and hailstones the size of golf balls. There was mention, once, of a trial. But
most of the past was a mystery. When her mother dies of cancer, Emma - by then
a successful journalist at the Guardian - is free to investigate the untold story. Her
search begins in the Colindale library but then takes her to South Africa, to the
extended family she has never met and their accounts of a childhood so different
to her own.She encounters versions of the life her mother chose to leave behind and realises what a gift her mother gave her. Part investigation, part travelogue,
part elegy, She Left Me the Gun is a gripping, funny and clear-eyed account of a
writer's search for her mother's story.

The Sh!t No One Tells You About Pregnancy
A provocative and exhilarating tale of teen rebellion against global corporations
from the New York Times bestselling author of Little Brother – a call to arms for a
new generation.

Summer Skin
'At 28 years old, I found myself living at home, with my 73-year-old father. As a
child, my father never minced words, and when I screwed up, he had a way of
cutting right through the bullshit and pointing out exactly why I was being an idiot.
When I moved back in I was still, for the most part, an idiot. But this time, I was
smart enough to write down all the things he said to me…' Meet Justin Halpern and
his dad. Almost one million people follow Mr Halpern’s philosophical musings every
day on Twitter, and in this book, his son weaves a brilliantly funny, touching
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coming-of-age memoir around the best of his sayings. What emerges is a chaotic,
hilarious, true portrait of a father and son relationship from a major new comic
voice. As Justin says at one point, his dad is ‘like Socrates, but angrier, and with
worse hair’; and this is the sort of shit he says… ‘You know, sometimes it’s nice
having you around. But now ain’t one of those times. Now gimmie the remote,
we’re not watching this bullshit.’ ‘Happy Birthday, I didn’t get you a present… Oh,
mom got you one? Well, that’s from me then, too – unless it’s shitty.’ ‘Your brother
brought his baby over this morning. He told me it could stand. It couldn’t stand for
shit. Just sat there. Big let down.’ ‘The worst thing you can be is a liar . . . Okay,
fine, yes, the worst thing you can be is a Nazi, but THEN, number two is liar. Nazi 1,
Liar 2.’ ‘Why the f**k would I want to live to 100? I’m 73 and shit’s starting to get
boring. By the way, there’s no money left when I go, just fyi.’

I Suck at Girls
Josh Wolf--one of the stars and writers of Chelsea Lately and After Lately--delivers
a hilarious collection of essays that reminds us all what it takes to conquer
fatherhood without sacrificing manhood. Struggling to make it as a stand-up comic
didn't always fit with being a single parent. But Josh figured out his own set of
rules--through trial and (frequent) error. Early picking up kids from school? The
nearby strip club is a great place to kill time and bond with some like-minded dads.
Want a drunken heart-to-heart with your son? First make sure there's no Sharpie
around in case you pass out. Wondering where to take that special someone at the
end of the night? Remember that no sane woman will have sex with you in a onebedroom apartment where your kids are sleeping--even if you promise to be really,
really quiet. Whether it's revealing the secrets to limitless hookups (hint: it's single
moms) and getting rid of your children's friends that you just can't stand (hint: it's
not single moms), or blackmailing PTA members and ignoring health codes, Josh is
sure to impart some parenting wisdom along the way. Or at least have a good time
trying.

Figuring Shit Out
There are approximately 3,712 ways for a guy to look stupid during
pregnancy—this book's here to help you avoid all (most) of them. And here's your
first hint: Focus on what you can be doing for her rather than what's happening to
her. She's pregnant. She knows that. You know that. And her 152 baby books tell
her exactly what she can expect. Your job is to learn what you can do between the
stick turning blue and the drive to the delivery room to make the next nine months
go as smoothly as possible. That's where John Pfeiffer steps in. Like any good
coach, he's been through it. He's dealt with the morning sickness and doctor visits,
painting the baby's nursery and packing the overnight bag, choosing a name,
hospital, and the color of the car-seat cover. All the while he remained positive and
responsive—there with a "You're beautiful" when necessary—but assertive during
the decision-making process. (He didn't want to wind up with a kid named Percy.)
And now it's your turn. She might be having the baby, but you have plenty of
responsibilities.

Exceptionally Bad Dad Jokes
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get your sh*t togetherand journal your way to your best life Whether you're stuck
in a job or relationship you hate, overwhelmed by a million emails, or just need a
little help along the way to world domination, the hardest part of changing your life
is knowing where to start. That's where New York Times bestselling"anti-guru"
Sarah Knight comes in. In this no-holds-barred, no f*cks given journal, Sarah helps
you figure out what you want, how to get started, and how to get it all done. By
coaching you through the small sh*t, tough sh*t, and deep sh*t, she'll set you on
the road to doing, well, whatever the hell you want. With space to write in your
goals, milestones, and to-dos, along with hilarious graphics, charts, and straighttalking advice, The Get Your Sh*t Together Journal is a must-have tool in your
organizational arsenal.
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